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Rising inflation and interest rates in the United States (U.S.), China’s
zero-COVID policy, the war in Ukraine, and an unprecedented energy
crisis are combining to stress-test the global economy. These headwinds
won’t dissipate quickly, and no business will be immune to their
long-term e�ects (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Cascading Events in the First half of 2022.

Whether it's a black swan event, a cyclical market correction, or an act
of aggression against a sovereign nation, uncontrollable external events
wreak havoc on business goals and sales targets. These challenges make
it exponentially more di�cult to deliver revenue in an environment
where operating at maximum e�ciency is required. As we face an
extended period of global uncertainty and market volatility, growth
leaders will need to look inward to control what they can.
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Control what you can control

For B2B companies, di�cult economic times typically lead to hiring
freezes, workforce reductions, budget cuts, tool consolidation,
improved core business processes, and much more.

“Focus on what you can control. Look at the variables
you can have an impact on. As you focus on things
you can control, you gain clarity around what needs
to be done to move forward.”

— Tim Hudson, Global VP Sales Excellence at
Honeywell
Check out the podcast

To meet targets with fewer resources, sales leaders must quickly
infuse all selling motions with greater e�ciencies. Even in strong
economies, B2B organizations are held back by their own Sales
Execution Gap. The Sales Execution Gap is defined as the di�erence
between an organization’s actual revenue and its potential revenue
over time. This gap exists in multiple areas of the revenue system;
combined, they impact every part of the go-to-market (GTM) system
(see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 - The Sales Execution Gap.

In up markets, businesses that close their Sales Execution Gap grow

faster and more predictably than their competitors. The impact of

closing the Sales Execution Gap is even more profound in down

markets. Ine�ciencies abound across a myriad of GTM activities.

77% of a sales rep’s time is spent on non-selling

activities→ Forrester

UK workers use an average of 10 different apps 25

times per day→ TechRadar

On average employees lose 129 hours per year on

duplicated work on average→ Asana’s Anatomy of Work Study
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While B2B leaders can’t control business disruptors such as political
divisions, viruses, or the state of the global economy, they can set
their organizations up to succeed even in turbulent times. Bain found
that in the Great Recession, 9% of companies thrived and saw steady
gains throughout the downturn. Sales leaders that focus on
controlling what they can control and who can reduce ine�ciencies
in their organization’s go-to-market activities will be well-positioned
to weather current and future market volatility.

Revenue Heroes play a role

To close their Sales Execution Gap, B2B leaders must first identify and
enable Revenue Heroes within their organization. Revenue Heroes are
professionals who can find and fix execution and e�ciency gaps across
revenue functions, want to be on the leading edge of GTM innovation,
are eager to push the envelope on their own personal development, and
welcome the opportunity to help drive organizational transformation
(see Figure 3).

Figure 3 - Revenue Hero Attributes and Activities.
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Revenue Heroes understand that standard playbooks don’t always work
in challenging times. In the past, when sales leaders needed to reign in
costs, they typically reduced headcount. Revenue Heros understand
both this reality and technology’s role in minimizing the impact of lost
headcount. Technology improves e�ciency to balance out the equation
by making all remaining sellers more productive. Finding low-cost and
low-risk alternatives that also unlock critical e�ciencies is where
innovative technologies come into play.

Sales Execution Platforms are essential

Sales Execution Platforms, with embedded automation and artificial
intelligence (AI), help every member of the revenue team — from the top
sales leader to post-sale personnel and everyone in between —
dramatically increase their e�ciency and e�ectiveness. These platforms
work in concert with an organization’s CRM and have a unified and
accurate customer data set from which insights are derived.

By automating mundane tasks like scheduling meetings, updating the
CRM, and leveraging AI to prioritize “in-market” accounts or spotlight
“at-risk” deals, Sales Execution Platforms help increase win rates of
deals in the pipeline. With the automated CRM sync of downstream
activities, reps can dramatically reduce the time they spend on
non-selling activities and redirect time and energy to high-value
activities that drive meaningful business outcomes.

For sellers, these platforms recommend which content and channels
will likely reap the best results; they leverage natural language
processing (NLP) to relieve sellers from note taking during sales calls
and remote sales meetings; they surface up enablement cards to coach
sellers through answering complex questions in the moment, and they
provide space for buying groups and selling teams to collaborate on
mutual action plans.
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In a recent Seller Motivation Online Survey conducted by Dynata on
behalf of Outreach, 93% of respondents said their manager’s ability to
e�ectively coach them through deals and overcome obstacles
throughout deal cycles was valuable or extremely valuable. Yet those
same respondents said only 44% of their one-on-one time with their
managers was spent doing just that.1 Sales Execution Platforms quickly
highlight “at risk” deals based on actual buyer behavior allowing
managers to spend less time interrogating and more time strategizing
with reps in 1:1 meetings.

Forrester’s 2020 Sales Manager Activity Study revealed that only 14% of
a manager’s time is spent on coaching activities. Sales Execution
Platforms provide big assists to managers by providing post-call notes.
Managers can quickly assess and address issues that individual reps are
struggling with and scale the best practices of top reps across the entire
team. Sales Execution Platforms even highlight which deals are “at risk”
based on actual buyer behavior allowing sales managers to quickly jump
into coaching and strategizing mode in 1:1 meetings and pipeline reviews.

As a single system of action for all essential revenue-generating
activities, Sales Execution Platforms break down data silos and use
cutting-edge machine learning models to enable unmatched forecasting
accuracy and flexibility. In continuously fluctuating markets, sales
leaders need the ability to e�ciently and accurately recalibrate their
sales forecast so they can refocus time and energy on supporting the
business.

“You need great processes and the right technology
to roll up forecasts more frequently, because things
change more frequently. But you need to have an
execution layer behind that data in the roll-up.
Getting to the execution data allows you to have a
clear picture of the forecast.”

– Ryan Blackwell, CRO at Renaissance Learning
Check out the podcast
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To close the Sales Execution Gap in challenging markets, revenue
leaders must leverage innovation and obsessively focus on their most
critical outcomes while laying the groundwork for future growth. In
today's interconnected, interdependent, and ultra-competitive world,
the smallest ripple can create a tsunami of unexpected challenges.
B2B organizations that successfully overcome the current financial
headwinds will be the ones that can pivot between ever-changing
priorities such as — growth, e�ciency, and profitability — while
removing friction from their revenue systems.

Act now to weather the storm
The past decade of prosperity has perpetuated a “growth at all costs”
mindset in some circles. But as venture money dries up, public o�erings
lag, selling cycles are protracted, and the bar for CFOs to authorize
spend with new or existing suppliers rises, companies of all shapes and
sizes must focus on e�cient growth.

To weather the current economic storm and set your business up to
thrive in the long-term:

● Reduce sales tech stack redundancies. According to Gartner, 68%
of B2B companies audit their sales technology stack every year. In the
current market conditions, conduct a sales tech audit every six months.
Identify contract end dates, understand usage and adoption, and assess
the value delivered relative to the cost of the solution. Identify areas
where providers under contract have duplicative capabilities. The goal of
this audit should be to find where you can winnow down providers and
close any foundational technology gaps holding your organization back.
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● Migrate away from point solutions. While it made sense for sales
leaders to experiment with sales tech point solutions between 2015 and
2020, it doesn’t make sense today. It's time to streamline unique sales
tools in favor of a multi-product platform. The clearest path to achieving
e�ciency goals is to gain visibility into critical buyer and seller data and
harness those data-driven insights to improve the execution of every rep
and team in the organization. Take the time to learn about sales
execution platforms and which providers have native capabilities that
you’re currently getting from distinct tools. Evaluate each platform
provider through the lens of which one has: 1) the broadest range of
tools within their platform, 2) a clear vision for the future of B2B sales,
3) the process maturity and personnel to help you continue to drive
e�ciencies and 4) a robust product roadmap that aligns to that vision
and your future needs.

● Calculate your Sales Execution Gap. With your key objectives in
hand, baseline what your current revenue system can produce, focusing
on the intersection between people and process. How much e�ort do
your reps spend combing through systems trying to find accounts that
have flashed a buying signal? Do your sales managers have enough time
to deliver meaningful coaching? How much time does your organization
spend on weekly forecasting activities, and how satisfied are you with
the accuracy or transparency of your forecast? Only by understanding
where you are coming from will you be able to chart an intentional
course. Finding and then resolving e�ciency deficits across your system
will help you close your Sales Execution Gap by unlocking revenue
outcomes that would otherwise be inaccessible.

● Acquire a Sales Execution Platform. To weather today’s storm and
prepare for what comes next, equip every member of the GTM team
with seller-first technology that has embedded automation and AI to
maximize organizational e�ciency and e�ectiveness. A top-tier Sales
Execution Platform will ensure your team is well-positioned to wring
e�ciencies out of every GTM activity and selling motion. Don’t sit by the
sidelines waiting for markets to stabilize — take matters into your own
hands today and set the course for your revenue organization’s
long-term success.

Endnotes
1. Source: Seller Motivation Online Survey conducted by Dynata on behalf

of Outreach, June 2022.
Base: 1201 Global B2B sellers and managers
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